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SCHEDULED FLIGHTS:
FROM

TO

DEPART

ARRIVE

DURATION

Puerto Plata (POP)

Providenciales (PLS)

11.00am

11.45am

45 minutes

Providenciales (PLS)

Page (PGA)

10.30am

4.00pm

Page (PGA)

Jackson Hole (JAC)

11.00am

12.30pm

6 hours 15 minutes
(-2 hours time difference)
Note that we need to make a customs and immigration
stop en route, as Page is not an international airport.
1 hour 30 minutes
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YOUR PRIVATE JET
BOMBARDIER GLOBAL EXPRESS OR SIMILAR

•
•
•
•

14 captain’s chairs plus divan
Two pilots and one flight attendant
Spacious lounge design
Two lavatories
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THE JOURNEY AT A GLANCE
DAY 1

Amanera, Hill Casita (Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic)

D

• Arrive in Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic on your
own flight.
• Private transfer to Amanera (1 hour 30 minutes).
• Welcome cocktails and dinner.

DAY 2

Amanera, Hill Casita (Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic)

B

• Choice of activities.
• Complimentary massage.

DAY 3

Amanyara, Pavilion (Providenciales, Turks and Caicos)

B D

• Private transfer to the airport (1 hour 30 minutes).
• Private jet to Providenciales, Turks and Caicos
(11.00-11.45am).
• Private transfer to Amanyara (30 minutes).
• Choice of afternoon activities.
• Welcome cocktails and dinner.

DAY 4

Amanyara, Pavilion (Providenciales, Turks and Caicos)

B L

• Choice of morning activities.
• Yacht excursion with lunch.

DAY 5

Amangiri, Mesa View Suite (Canyon Point, Utah)

B L D

• Private transfer to the airport (30 minutes).
• Private jet to Page, Arizona, with a stop to clear
customs and immigration en route (10.30am–4.00pm).
• Lunch on jet.
• Private transfer to Amangiri (30 minutes).
• Dinner on your own is included at Amangiri.

DAY 6

Amangiri, Mesa View Suite (Canyon Point, Utah)

B L D

• Choice of activities.
• Lunch on your own is included at Amangiri.
• Farewell cocktails and dinner with entertainment.
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DAY 7

Amangani, Superior Suite (Jackson Hole, Wyoming)

B L

• Private transfer to the airport via helicopter, with a
scenic tour of the Grand Canyon en route (1 hour 30
minutes).
• Private jet to Jackson Hole, Wyoming (11.00am–
12.30pm).
• Lunch on jet.
• Private transfer to Amangani (30 minutes).
• Choice of afternoon activities.

DAY 8

Amangani, Superior Suite (Jackson Hole, Wyoming)

B D

• Choice of activities.
• Sunset sleigh ride.
• Farewell cocktails and dinner.

DAY 9
B

• Private transfer to the airport for your onward flight
(30 minutes).
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
The Dominican Republic is one of the Caribbean’s most geographically diverse countries, with stunning mountain
scenery, desert scrublands, evocative colonial architecture and beaches.
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AMANERA
Backed by verdant jungle with all-encompassing ocean views, Amanera commands a dramatic location on the
Dominican Republic’s pristine north coast. Perched above the golden sands of legendary Playa Grande Beach
alongside the island’s most exclusive golf course, Amanera is a sleek, secluded sanctuary providing unparalleled
access to the area’s incredible outdoors. Relaxation awaits in many guises, from endorphin-boosting water
sports and back-to-nature experiences, to immersive spa journeys, all subtly infused with the spice and flavour of
Dominican life.
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CASITAS AND CASAS
Amanera’s luxury Casitas dot the lush Playa Grande coastline with unobstructed ocean views. Overhanging eaves
shade expansive terraces with outdoor dining and lounging areas, while inside, the floor-to-ceiling glass doors lead
to rooms specially positioned to maximise views. All Casitas feature lofty ceilings and warm wooden finishes, while
a selection offer private swimming pools.

DINING
With an alfresco terrace overlooking the Playa Grande and floor-to-ceiling windows bringing the beauty of the
outside indoors, Amanera’s main restaurant offers fresh, organic flavours from the Caribbean, Mexico and the
Mediterranean. The chef draws on the culinary traditions of the Dominican Republic to offer a menu of finely spiced,
flavour-rich dishes for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Amanera also features the Lounge Bar for afternoon teas, evening sundowners and private, expert-led rum tastings,
as well as the beach-club restaurant Club de Playa offering local recipes and the classic dishes of South America for
lunches, private-dining events and special-occasion dinners.
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DAY 1
Amanera, Hill Casita (Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic)
Included Meals: D
Arrive in Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic on your
own flight.
Upon arrival, an agent will meet you at your gate to assist
you through VIP fast-track immigration and escort you to
your private car and driver.
Private transfer to Amanera (approximately 1 hour 30
minutes).
Spa: Recharge with a complimentary massage at the
Aman Spa. Valid once per person any time during your stay.
Welcome Cocktails and Dinner with Entertainment 6pm: Meet your fellow travelers at the Cigar Lounge for a
celebration of the Dominican Republic’s most intoxicating
traditions - hand-rolled cigars and rum, rhum, ron! Learn
the fine art of creating an Amanera Old Fashioned, our
signature cocktail, best enjoyed with your selection of one
of our 50+ cigars. Sip the finest rum from the Dominican
Republic paired with a selection of organic chocolate.
Afterwards, enjoy dinner on the beach with the group by
the glow of a flickering bonfire, with the Atlantic’s waves
as your soundtrack. Join us dressed in white and allow
the colours of Amanera to sparkle in the starlight.

DAY 2
Amanera, Hill Casita (Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic)
Included Meals: B
Breakfast: Enjoy breakfast at the Restaurant.
TODAY’S SUGGESTED EXPERIENCES: Please choose one
or two of the following activities and we will let you know
about timing.
Reef and Wreck Diving: The premiere SCUBA dive centre
on the north coast is in Sosua, a one-hour drive from
Amanera. Dive instructors offer a wide range of activities
for divers of all levels, and can take guests to more than
20 different dive sites including several shipwrecks. Only
for certified divers. Half day.
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Lagoon Dive in Rio San Juan: The nearby Laguna Gri
Gri and its mangroves make it one of the island’s top
destinations for diving. For certified divers Amanera
can arrange several lagoon and reef dives where one
of the local wooden fisher boats will take you to the
different dive sites. Only for certified divers. Half day.
Boat Excursion to Laguna Giri: The fishing village of
Rio San Juan is 10 minutes from Amanera and offers
cultural and recreational activities. The main attraction
is the Laguna Gri Gri, a freshwater lagoon lined with
mangroves. Charter one of the village’s colourful
wooden boats (note these are simple, local boats) to
view the lagoon’s tangled mangroves, bird sanctuaries,
rock formations and pristine beaches. Swim, snorkel
and explore the sea caves and their nesting golondrinas
(swallows). 1.5 hours.
Kayak or Stand-Up Paddleboard Eco-Tour: Enjoy the
natural beauty of the north coast. Amanera’s kayak or
stand-up paddleboard eco-tours begin on a secluded
beach in Rio San Juan. Paddle east along the coast
and into the Laguna Gri Gri, where the mangrove trees
provide an important ecosystem for many species of
birds, fish and reptiles. Along the way you will come
across protected coves, home to schools of fish that
often leap out of the water, as well as sea urchins
and oysters. After exploring the mangroves, stop at a
natural pool for some snorkelling before heading back.
2.5 hours.
Nature Walk and Bird Watching: Enjoy a 1.5-mile
(2.5 kilometres) or a 3.7-mile (7 kilometres) hike to
explore the extensive wilderness around Amanera and
get up close to indigenous flora and fauna. Amanera
hosts a range of different species of birds, thriving in
their natural habitat on the property. Learn about the
Dominican Republics’ national pride, the palmchat,
along with the Hispaniola woodpeckers, smooth-billed
ani, American kestrel, mourning dove and many others.
If you wish, enjoy a seafood BBQ lunch before heading
back. Suggested start time is 9am and the full loop takes
about 3 hours and is suitable for all experience levels. We
recommend wearing trousers and trainers.
Cacao Eco-Tour: The Dominican Republic is the
number one exporter of organic cocoa in the world.
Cocoa has been an important commodity since
the beginning of the European settlement. Rancho
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Magante (20 minutes away from Amanera) is an
organic farm whose focus is on green energy. Learn
about all stages of creating cocoa, how cacao plants
are planted and how to identify trees that are flowering
or trees with cacao pods ready for harvesting at the
plantations. 2 hours. We recommend wearing long
trousers and trainers.
Horseback Riding: Ride through a teak plantation,
through the mountains and/or on the beach. Enjoy
views of pastures with cows and horses, as well as the
beautiful beach. 1.5 hours. We recommend wearing long
trousers and trainers.
Surf Lesson: Surfing is an exhilarating, healthy and
fun experience. Private lessons offer one-on-one
instruction. They will cover a range of topics from
surfing fundamentals to ocean safety. Each lesson is
tailored to your skill and experience level. 1 hour.
Ceviche Cooking Class: Learn how to prepare a ceviche
with our chef, who will explain it to you step by step.
The class starts with a demonstration of how to cut the
fish, prepare our signature seasoning and then mix it
with the freshest local ingredients. 2 hours.
Dominican Cooking Class: Learn how to prepare
plantain and yuca like the Dominicans do. With unripe
plantain, you’ll learn to prepare tostones and mofongo;
with ripe plantain we will teach you to prepare the best
pastellon; and with the yuca, you’ll get the techniques
to prepare the famous bollitos de yuca. 2 hours.
Cigar Class with a Maestro Del Cigarro: Learn the
Dominican art of cigar rolling. The hand-rolled cigars
of the Dominican Republic are prized by connoisseurs.
Join chef and Maestro del Cigarro Juan Carlos Alberto
for an insightful lesson exploring the spectrum of
Caribbean cigars, from classic Cubans to the island’s
finest. 1 hour.
Canyoning and Rappelling: Join an adrenaline-filled
canyoning trip down the beautiful Rio Blanco. The
trip includes hiking, swimming, jumps of up to 6
metres (20 feet) and rappelling as high as 45 metres
(150 feet), all in the midst of an incredible tropical
landscape. Drive for 90 minutes into the mountains
of Jamao and put on a wetsuit, harness, helmet and
life jacket. The trip starts with a couple of easy jumps
before the highlight of the day, the Magic Mushroom.
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Two intense rappels are followed by jumps. After a
couple of hours in the river you hike back up out of
the valley and take a donkey to where a traditional
Dominican lunch awaits. Good fitness is required. Full
day.
Zip-Lining Adventure: Experience the excitement of
the 1,370-metre (4,500-foot) zip line, seven stations
and two suspended bridges. Feel the breeze of the long,
high rides and access the stunning Dominican wildlife.
Full day.
Golf: Amanera is adjacent to a world-renowned 18hole championship golf course, with ten holes on ocean
cliffs. Half day.
Surf and Sun Excursion with Meditation and Yoga: This
experience features a 2.5-hour private surf session to
kick off the day. Afterwards, enjoy a Surf Cooler made
of healthy energy drinks and light bites before heading
off to a private beach cabana for a guided meditation
session and a session of Surfer’s Yoga. Full day.
Day Trip to Colonial Santo Domingo: Enjoy this
day-trip to Santo Domingo to travel back in time
and explore the colonial history of the Dominican
Republic. The scenic 2.5-hour drive takes you to the
southern coast of the island, where you can discover
the oldest European settlement of the New World. This
fifteenth-century city features charming avenues and
cobble-stone streets teeming with quaint shops and
restaurants. Full day.
Daytrip to Puerto Plata: Enjoy a daytrip to the oldest
town on the north coast of the Dominican Republic, 1.5
hours’ drive from Amanera. Guests can take the cable
car to the top of Pico Isabel de Torres (799 meters), for
spectacular views of the city and the coastline. After
the funicular ride, you can enjoy the tree-shaded, 19thcentury Parque Central, located in the historic town
center with its once-opulent, pastel-colored homes
built by wealthy tobacco merchants in the 1870s. Gain
an insight into the life of the country’s independence
leader at the Luperon museum; wander on the newly
refurbished malecon (pier); visit the 16th-century San
Felipe Fort. The trip concludes with a private tour of the
famed Brugal rum distillery. Full day.
Kite Surfing in Cabarete: The vibrant seaside town
of Cabarete, 45 minutes from the property, boasts
some of the best beaches in the world for kitesurfing
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and is known as the birthplace of the sport. Amanera
has partnered with Kite Club, the largest and most
renowned water sports center in the country, giving
guests unique access to the sport from absolute
beginners up to advanced kite-surfers. 4.5 hours,
including a 3 hour private lesson.
SUPPLEMENTARY EXPERIENCE: If you wish to do the
following activity, it will come with a supplemental cost.
Deep Sea Fishing: The waters around Amanera are
abundant with big-game fish, including Atlantic blue
marlin, wahoo, mahi-mahi, tuna and sailfish. The
boat features modern fishing equipment, and the two
experienced captains know the best spots along the
north coast. Our chef will meet you upon your return
and ask your preference as to how your catch should
be prepared for dinner. A full- or half-day excursion can
be arranged.
Los Haitises National Park Caves & Mangroves Boat
Tour: Departing from Samana Town, board a private
boat charter and navigate to Los Haitises National Park,
designated a Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO. Stop at
“Cayo Los Pajaros” (Bird Cay) and continue onto “Boca
de Tiburon” (Mouth of the Shark) a Cay that is home
to stalactite formations, formed over time. Navigate
through the mangrove canals and enter the area known
as the “Bosque Humedo” (Humid Forest). During the
trip you will also visit various natural caves. On the way
back, visit the idyllic beachfront village Las Terrenas.
Full day.
Dinner: Have dinner at your leisure.

DAY 3
Amanyara, Pavilion (Providenciales, Turks and Caicos)
Included Meals: B D
Breakfast: Enjoy breakfast at the Restaurant.
8.30am: Private transfer to the airport (approximately 1
hour 30 minutes).
11.00–11.45am: Private jet from Puerto Plata,
Dominican Republic, to Providenciales, Turks and
Caicos (45 minutes).
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TURKS AND CAICOS
The Turks and Caicos, hiding at the southern tip of the Bahamian Archipelago, elude most travellers’ radars. Yet this
sparsely populated string of low sand cays boasts some of the world’s most spectacular coral reefs and beaches.
The pace of life is easy-going, the local welcome genuine and the diving truly out of this world.
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AMANYARA
Amanyara basks in unprecedented seclusion on the shores of an 18,000-acre nature preserve. Overlooking a
pristine 1-kilometre white sand beach and the turquoise waters of Northwest Point Marine National Park, the resort
offers access to some of the finest scuba-diving and snorkelling in the Turks and Caicos, as well as world-class
restaurants, superb wellness facilities and activities for the whole family.
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PAVILIONS & VILLAS
Dovetailing with the dramatic Providenciales scenery, Amanyara’s Pavilions are nestled in coastal vegetation,
overlooking ponds or the waters of Northwest Point Marine Reserve. Overhanging eaves shade terraces on three
sides of each Pavilion, accessed via floor-to-ceiling glass doors that open to a combined bedroom and living area.
Some offer private pools and two bedrooms.
The Villas are tucked along the coast or situated slightly inland overlooking tranquil ponds. Each Villa is located on
more than half a hectare and features three, four or five bedroom pavilions, expansive living and dining areas and an
infinity-edge swimming pool.
DINING
Open for breakfast and dinner, the Restaurant offers indoor seating with air-conditioning, as well as an open-air
terrace with views over the central reflection pond. The varied menu focuses on seasonal cuisine, with fresh fruit,
just-caught seafood and organic produce from the resort’s aquaponic vegetable garden a constant theme.
Amanyara also features the Beach Club, ideal for a breezy, seaside lunch, as well as the Bar, serving drinks and light
meals throughout the day beneath its soaring circular ceiling.
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DAY 3
Amanyara, Pavilion (Providenciales, Turks and Caicos)
Included Meals: B D
11.45am: Arrive in Providenciales, Turks and Caicos.
Private transfer to Amanyara (approximately 30
minutes).
Lunch: Enjoy lunch at your leisure.
THIS AFTERNOON’S SUGGESTED EXPERIENCES:
Please choose one of the following activities and we will let
you know about timing.
House Reef Snorkelling: Join the beach team on a
snorkel boat to explore the house reef, located just a
5-minute boat ride from Amanyara Beach. The water
ranges from 2-12 feet deep, within the Northwest Point
Marine National Park. Snorkel amongst vibrant coral
and various tropical fish species. 1–2 hours.
Kayaking or Stand-Up Paddleboard Eco-Tour: Explore
and learn all about the serene mangrove habitats,
nursery grounds, iguana sanctuary, marine life, birds
and coastal ecology, followed by a swim at a private
beach. 2 hours.
Hobie Cat Sailing: Enjoy beginner or experienced
lessons and savour the strong, cool breezes along the
coastline. 1 hour.
Eco-Hike: Hike the narrow tree-lined trail with a
naturalist and discover the local plant and animal
species, while learning about the medicinal uses of
plants. 1 hour.
Horseback Riding: Ride on the beach in the shallow
waters with the backdrop of white sand and turquoise
sea. 2 hours.
Kite-Boarding: Enjoy a kite-boarding lesson provided
by certified instructors. 1 hour
Tennis Lesson: Enjoy a private tennis lesson with Peter
Rennert, who will teach you how to be fully relaxed and
engaged under pressure while playing. 1 hour.
Golf: Amanyara’s 18-hole golf course is consistently
voted in the top ten in the Caribbean. The
championship facilities include lush fairways and
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immaculate greens, a full service pro-shop, practice
chipping and putting areas, and a restaurant. Half day.
Providenciales Island Tour: Visit the top attractions in
Providenciales on this island tour, beginning with the
largest sinkhole in Turks and Caicos. Then, enjoy Grace
Bay Beach and stroll around the Saltmills area, where
you can find duty-free shopping. Cheshire Hall is the
next stop: a 200-year-old historic cotton plantation.
Finally, stop at the Conch Shack on the beach to enjoy
a rum punch and conch fritters. Half day.
SUPPLEMENTARY EXPERIENCE: If you wish to do the
following activity, it will come with a supplemental cost.
Scuba Diving: Turks and Caicos is home to the thirdlargest barrier reef in the world. Discover some of the
most famous dive sites in the Caribbean here, known
for steep walls, interesting coral, schooling fish, eagle
rays, reef sharks and turtles. A full- or half-day excursion
can be arranged.
Welcome Cocktails and Dinner – 6pm: Join in
welcome cocktails and dinner on the beach with the
group, and enjoy a lecture by Amanyara’s marine
biologist.
Stargazing: In the evening, you may wish to join
Amanyara’s astronomy enthusiasts at the Nature
Discovery Centre to enjoy the night sky while delving
into stories about ancient astronomers.

DAY 4
Amanyara, Pavilion (Providenciales, Turks and Caicos)
Included Meals: B L
Breakfast: Enjoy breakfast at the Restaurant.
TODAY’S SUGGESTED MORNING EXPERIENCES:
Please choose one of the activities listed as an option for
yesterday’s activity offerings. We will let you know about
timing.
Morning activity of your choosing.
Optional Spa: We encourage you to enjoy the Aman
Spa. Clients to pay directly.
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SCHEDULED GROUP EXPERIENCE:
At 11.30am, meet in the lobby.
Group Yacht Excursion with Lunch: Board a yacht
and cruise on the sparkling blue waters and along
the coastline of Providenciales and the surrounding
islands and cays. Enjoy beautiful deserted beaches and
world-class snorkelling, fine food and beverages. If you
wish, take out one of the two jet skis or Seabobs or go
tubing. There is also an inflatable island where you can
relax and enjoy cocktails in the water. Return from your
excursion at 4.00pm.
Dinner: Enjoy dinner at your leisure in any of
Amanyara’s venues.

DAY 5
Amangiri, Mesa View Suite (Canyon Point, Utah)
Included Meals: B L D
Breakfast: Enjoy breakfast at the Restaurant before
checking out.
9.00am: Private transfer to the airport (approximately
30 minutes).
10.30am–4.00pm: Private jet from Providenciales,
Turks and Caicos, to Page, Arizona (6 hours 15 minutes,
-2 hours time difference). Note that we need to make a
customs and immigration stop prior to arriving in Page, as
Page is not an international airport.
Lunch: Will be served on board the jet during this flight.
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CANYON POINT
Located at the Utah–Arizona border, Canyon Point is a dream destination for outdoor enthusiasts. Seemingly in the
middle of nowhere, this Western oasis features great hiking, spectacular natural wonders and views that stretch as
far as the eye can see.
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AMANGIRI
Ochre in the morning light, apricot by midday, dazzling pink at dusk, the geology of the Grand Staircase-Escalante
couldn’t be more dramatic. Residing in 243 hectares (600 acres) of the Colorado Plateau, and requiring an Act
of Congress to be passed so it could be built here, Amangiri blends into countless untouched square kilometres
of red rock country. In the last remnant of the truly wild West, this ‘mountain of peace’ is cradled by the greatest
concentration of national parks in the United States – a staggering landscape of canyons, mesas, mountains, gorges,
rapids and desert, with traces of human life dating back more than 10,000 years.
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SUITES
Spacious and with clean lines and natural materials, the suites reflect the luminous qualities of the surrounding Utah
desert. Accommodation design features include white stone floors, concrete walls, natural timbers and fittings in
blackened steel. Each suite has an outdoor lounge and fireplace with expansive desert views, while some feature a
private pool or roof terrace.
DINING
The cuisine at Amangiri is inspired by the American southwest and made primarily from locally sourced ingredients
carefully selected by the chef. Meals are served from an open kitchen to tables that look out through floor-to-ceiling
windows over the ever-changing colours of the Utah desert.
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DAY 5
Amangiri, Mesa View Suite (Canyon Point, Utah)
Included Meals: B L D
4.00pm: Arrive in Page, Arizona.
Private transfer to Amangiri (approximately 30
minutes).
Dinner: Dinner this evening is included at Amangiri and
you may dine independently at your leisure.

DAY 6
Amangiri, Mesa View Suite (Canyon Point, Utah)
Included Meals: B L D
Breakfast: Enjoy breakfast at the Restaurant.
TODAY’S SUGGESTED EXPERIENCES: Please choose
one or two of the following activities and we will let you
know about timing.
Three Canyon Hike: Led by a Navajo guide, this 3.5hour tour includes Rattlesnake Canyon, Owl Canyon
and a choice of Upper Antelope or Mountain Sheep
Canyons – offering three distinct and iconic canyons
of the southwest. Good for any experience level. Half day.
Highly recommended by Amangiri staff.
Via Ferrata Hiking and Climbing: Invented centuries
ago in the Italian Alps, a via ferrata (‘iron road’) is a
series of cables and ladder rungs, fixed to the rock
face to enable the ascent of steep mountain routes.
The climbs and drops can be an adrenaline ride, but
via ferratas also offer an opportunity to get up close
to the fascinating geology of the terrain. Amangiri
offers a number of fun and challenging via ferrata hikes
led by expert guides on the property’s 242 hectares.
Guests are provided with helmets and harnesses. For
experienced hikers. 3 hours.
Hiking: Explore the area as you enjoy hiking on or off
property with a guide. Half or full day.
Zion National Park: Smaller in scale than the Grand
Canyon, Zion National Park is home to hundreds
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of species of plant and animal. A deep canyon with
towering sandstone walls, Zion boasts North America’s
second-largest free-standing monolith, the Great White
Throne, and offers superb hiking and sightseeing for all
ability levels. Journey time: 2 hours each way by car or
30 minutes each way by helicopter or fixed wing plane
(supplemental cost). Half day.
Bryce Canyon National Park: Experience Bryce Canyon
National Park with an in-house guide, who will transport
guests between Amangiri and the park and lead a
customized guided tour. Journey time: 3 hours each way
by car or 45 minutes each way by helicopter or fixedwing plane (supplemental cost). Full day.
UTV Excursion: Utility terrain vehicles are a wonderful
way to experience this area as the locals do. These tours
begin at the front steps of the main pavilion and the
exploration is never ending from there. Enjoy a unique
tour which involves a ride to the top of Studhorse Mesa
and a hike out to a beautiful, natural arch, called Skylight
Arch. Studhorse Mesa provides unmatched views of
Lake Powell and Grand Staircase Escalante. Half day.
Biking or E-biking: The area surrounding Amangiri
provides some of the most scenic and widely
photographed views in the country. Take a ride through
back-country dirt roads which can be tailored to the
riders, ability from a leisurely 3.2-kilometre ride or a
challenging 10.5-kilometre ride. Half day.
Climb and Rappel: Amangiri’s on-property rockclimbing site is the perfect place to learn climbing and
rappelling – skills at the core of canyon exploration. Half
day.
Petroglyph and Ancient Culture Exploration: Join an
expert guide at Broken Arrow Cave, where evidence of
human occupation dates back more than 6,000 years.
Half day.
Horseback Riding: For an iconic Western experience,
join Amangiri’s wranglers on a truly authentic ride on or
off property. Suitable for all levels. 2-3 hours.
Monument Valley and the Navajo Nation: Located
on the Navajo Reservation and almost completely
undeveloped, Monument Valley Navajo Tribal Park
remains much the same as it was a millennium ago.
A tour is highly recommended for those who want
to become better acquainted with the culture of the
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Navajo, the original southwest settlers, and Amangiri
has developed excellent relationships with Navajo
guides. With your Navajo guide, take in the famous
features of Monument Valley, including the Mittens,
Merrick Butte and the Totem Pole. Full day.
Golf: For those who wish to golf, we can arrange for
you to golf off property at a nearby course.
Alternatively, relax at the resort and enjoy the pool; take
part in daily complimentary group hikes; or stretch out at
morning group yoga or afternoon Pilates.
SUPPLEMENTARY EXPERIENCE: If you wish to do any
of the following activities, it will come with a supplemental
cost.
Lake Powell Boating Charters: Encompassing almost
3219 kilometres (2,000 miles) of shoreline, Lake
Powell’s glassy surface mirrors picturesque side
canyons and secluded bays with sandy beaches – a
view best captured during the winter months, when
the lake appears in its purest, most unaltered state.
With mile after mile of pristine water to explore, it is
ideal for boating activities, and Amangiri offers kayaks,
open-bow sports boats, bass boats, cabin cruisers
and houseboats. A full- or half-day excursion can be
arranged.
Hot Air Balloon: Launching from Amangiri at sunrise,
hot-air- balloon flights offer extraordinary views of the
property’s 600 acres (242 hectares). Launches are
subject to weather conditions.
Optional Spa: We encourage you to enjoy the Aman
Spa. Clients to pay directly.
Cocktails and Dinner with Special Guest – 6pm: Relax
over cocktails and dinner with the group. Enjoy a talk
from a member of the Navajo community.

DAY 7
Amangani, Superior Suite (Jackson Hole, Wyoming)
Included Meals: B L
Breakfast: Enjoy breakfast at the Restaurant before
checking out.
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09:00 - Helicopter Transfer and Tour of the Grand
Canyon: Depart directly from Amangiri and transfer
to Page Airport via helicopter. Enjoy a scenic flight of
the Grand Canyon en route. With two billion years of
history hidden in its striking erosional forms and layers
of geologic colour, the Grand Canyon – one of the
deepest gorges on Earth – never fails to overwhelm the
senses. This scenic flight and transfer takes 1.5 hours.
11.00am–12.30pm: Private jet from Page, Arizona to
Jackson Hole, Wyoming (1 hour 30 minutes).
Lunch: Will be served on board the jet during this flight.
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JACKSON HOLE, WYOMING
Jackson Hole is famous for the nostalgic feeling it evokes of the American West. The valley is flanked by the
sweeping Teton and Gros Ventre mountain ranges, jagged peaks that offer powdery skiing in the winter and
beautiful hiking in the summer. You can see wildlife along the Snake River, which meanders from its headwaters in
nearby Yellowstone National Park through fields of grazing bison and elk. Jackson is still the kind of place where you
can wear your cowboy boots to even the most high-end restaurant.
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AMANGANI
Blanketed in snow in winter, alive with vivid greenery in summer, Amangani’s extraordinary wilderness at the foot
of the Teton Mountains promises year-round, back-to-nature adventures. Take to the fresh mountain air in spring
or summer and explore the back-country of the old West – on foot or horseback, by hot-air balloon, or along the
spectacular Snake River. With an elevation of 2,135 metres (7,000 feet), Amangani, meaning ‘peaceful home’,
lies on the wandering paths of moose and elk, promising endless opportunities for spotting the region’s abundant
wildlife in and around the flourishing national parks of Yellowstone and Grand Teton.
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SUITES
Contemporary and stylish with high ceilings and large picture windows, Amangani’s suites are warm havens
mirroring their magnificent natural setting. Wood and stone are prominent design materials, referencing the
surrounding mountains and forests, while woven cowhide chairs and faux-wolf throws nod to the region’s wild soul.
All Suites have terraces or balconies with mountain views.
DINING
Looking out over the Snake River Valley with the snow-capped peaks in the distance, the redwood-panelled
Grill specialises in local, sustainable ranch meats, fresh fish and seasonal farm-to-table produce. Forging a new
American regional cuisine, Amangani’s head chef and his team create an array of dishes that can be enjoyed outside
the restaurant as well, be it fireside in the suites, by the expansive pool or on the sun deck.
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DAY 7
Amangani, Superior Suite (Jackson Hole, Wyoming)
Included Meals: B L
12.30pm: Arrive in Jackson Hole, Wyoming.
Private transfer to Amangani (approximately 30
minutes).
THIS AFTERNOON’S SUGGESTED EXPERIENCES:
Please choose one of the following activities and we will let
you know about timing.
Snow-Shoeing in Grand Teton National Park : Snowshoeing through the pristine back country is a unique
way to explore the vast wilderness of Jackson Hole.
Enjoy wildlife viewing, exploring the natural Teton, Gros
Ventre and Wind River ranges. Your guide will educate
you on winter ecology, interpreting animal tracks and
the geological history of the mountain ranges. Easy to
moderate. Half day.
Shooting Experience: For a true taste of the West, test
your skill with a variety of rifles, shotguns, pistols or
even bow and arrow, through personalised shooting
instruction and firearms training in a fun, safe and
educational environment. 3 hours.
Fat Tire Biking: Contrary to what one might think,
cycling in winter is quite a popular activity thanks
to the introduction of fat tire mountain bikes. These
ultra-lightweight, stud tire bikes provide a whole new
experience to the cycling enthusiast. Half day.
Snowmobiling: Snowmobiling is an exciting way
to travel through the wilderness during the winter
months, and it can take you places you have never
imagined. Half day.
Snowcoach Tour of Yellowstone National Park:
For those who prefer a tour in heated, comfortable
transportation, a snowcoach is the ideal means
of travel throughout the National Park’s winter
wonderland. You will have a clear view while moving
easily across the snow and listening to the insights
of an experienced guide. This is a shared group
experience. Half day.
Grand Teton National Park Tour: Explore the
winter wildlife of Grand Teton National Park with an
experienced guide interpreting animal tracks. Sightings
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may include moose, elk, white-tailed deer, mule deer
and coyote. Alternatively, a half-day snowshoeing
adventure explores backcountry areas, allowing plenty
of opportunity for wildlife viewing. Half day.
Winter Fly Fishing: Jackson Hole is home to some of
the world’s best trout fishing. The lakes and streams
below the Tetons feature one of the few remaining
populations of wild cutthroat trout as well as many
other game fish. Half day.
Dog Sled Tour: Travel by dog sled to a nomadic
wilderness dwelling, located on the Continental Divide
near Grand Teton National Park. Sip a warm beverage
and experience the solitude and majesty of the quiet
side of the Tetons. Half day.
Photography Workshop: Learn and study the
importance of light, composition, angle of views,
texture and empty space. Half day.
Ice Skating: Ice skating is a great activity for anyone
looking for an activity to do away from the slopes. The
valley has a number of outdoor skating rinks available
to the public, as well as one indoor rink. Can be
experienced at any time.
National Museum of Wildlife Art: Intriguingly
designed, the sandstone building overlooks the
National Elk Refuge and brings together more than
2,300 works of art from the early nineteenth century to
the present. Can be experienced at any time.
Optional Spa: We encourage you to enjoy the Aman
Spa. Clients to pay directly.
Dinner: Have dinner at your leisure.

DAY 8
Amangani, Superior Suite (Jackson Hole, Wyoming)
Included Meals: B D
Breakfast: Enjoy breakfast at the Restaurant.
TODAY’S SUGGESTED EXPERIENCES: Please choose
one of the following full-day activities or two half-day
activities from yesterday’s offerings.
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Skiing and Snowboarding: The Jackson Hole ski area
covers a vast range of terrain offering more than 1,000
skiable hectares (2,500 acres). Thirteen lifts offer
diversity and unparalleled access. The combination of
one of the greatest lift-serviced vertical drops in North
America (1.26 kilometres, or 4,139 feet) and an average
annual snowfall of 11.4 metres (450 inches) provide
you with some of the best skiing and snowboarding
anywhere in the world. Warm drinks, snacks and
a comfortable private place to rest await you in the
Amangani Ski Lounge, located at the base of the
Bridger Gondola. Full day.
Cross-Country Skiing: Enjoy a variety of terrain, on
which you can hone your skills with an instructor or
take a leisurely ski. Instructors can provide quick tips
for those more experienced or help the novice get
introduced to this great winter sport. Full day.
SUPPLEMENTARY EXPERIENCES: If you wish to do any
of the following activities, it will come with a supplemental
cost.
Snowcat Powder Skiing: Picture thigh-high powder on
a mountain with 730 metres (2,400 feet) of vertical
terrain and 244 hectares (602 acres) of untracked
powder. Be prepared to have an incredible day in some
of the best powder in the world. Expect eight to ten
runs per day, which can mean up to 6,100 vertical
metres (20,000 feet) of incredible Rocky Mountain
‘highs’. This is one of the best skiing adventures in
North America. Powder guaranteed. Expert skiers only.
Heli-Skiing: Ski the pristine faces and bowls of the
Snake River, Hoback, Palisades and South Teton
Mountain ranges via helicopter. Your skiing experience
will be enhanced by low client-to-guide ratios, and the
new Bell 407 helicopter will be your lift as you explore
the mountains that rim the valley. A day will give you
access to some of the most exhilarating mountains in
the West. Your trip will include lunch and consist of
at least six runs and more than 4,000 vertical metres
(13,000 feet) of skiing. Expert skiers only.
Yellowstone Photo Flight by Helicopter: Experience
an unforgettable aerial photo flight over Yellowstone
in a luxurious private helicopter. There is no better
way to appreciate the nearly 9,000-square-mile
(3,500-square-feet) landscape of dramatic canyons,
alpine rivers, lush forests, hot springs and geysers.
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SCHEDULED GROUP EXPERIENCE:
At 4.00pm, meet in the lobby.
Sunset Sleigh Ride: Explore Amangani’s winter
wonderland in a sleigh under a warm wool blanket.
Take a loop around the butte at sunset before returning
to Amangiri.
Farewell Cocktails and Farewell Dinner – 6pm: Enjoy a
farewell celebration with cocktails and dinner with the
group at Amangiri.

DAY 9
Included Meals: B
Breakfast: Have breakfast at the Restaurant before
checking out.
Official check out time is at 12:00pm. Leave your
luggage with the bell desk and enjoy the hotel’s
facilities until your private transfer.
Private transfer to the airport for your onward flight.
End of Aman Jet Expedition by Remote Lands.
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TOUR LEADER
Catherine E. Heald
CEO and Co-Founder of Remote Lands
Catherine is an adventurer, an Asiaphile, and a serial entrepreneur. She
describes her greatest fear in life as mediocrity, and her second greatest as
boredom and the combination as the stimulus for Remote Lands. A former
software engineer and technology entrepreneur, she considers herself lucky
to have found her true calling at the age of 42, and to have been able to turn
her life’s passion for Asian travel into her profession.
Some of her most memorable travel experiences include having a private lunch with the Queen of Bhutan in her palace;
a magical New Year’s Eve in Mongolia sharing a ger with a nomad family at -35°F; hiking to far-flung hill tribe villages
off the grid in eastern Myanmar; off-piste skiing in Gulmarg, Kashmir, in 1989; trekking alone in the Everest region
of Nepal; taking a private helicopter up to view the peak of the third highest mountain in the world, Kanchenjunga in
Sikkim; cruising in Siberia from the Arctic Circle to Vladivostok in a Russian icebreaker; chartering a private plane to
visit remote corners of the Gobi Desert and eastern Mongolia; getting married in an Iban tribal longhouse in Borneo,
a Hindu temple in Kerala, and a Buddhist temple in Bhutan; and traveling solo across North Korea.
Catherine (née Evans) graduated from Shady Side Academy in Pittsburgh, and then headed to New York to attend
Columbia University (Barnard College) in 1980. This was the first year Columbia offered Computer Science as a
major, and her instinct told her computers would become increasingly integral into business and life in general. She
earned her BA in Computer Science in 1984 and then spent four years writing code for Wall Street’s L.F. Rothschild,
Unterberg, Towbin while attending NYU’s Stern School of Business, but she left for Hong Kong before earning her
MBA.
She lives with her husband, Donald Heald, a collector and purveyor of rare books and manuscripts, and their white
Labrador, Bali, on Manhattan’s Upper East Side and in Sherman, CT. Her proudest accomplishments include having
been the youngest female CEO of a publicly traded American company at age 33 (as Catherine Winchester); being
featured onstage with Bill Gates in two of his major keynote speeches in 1991 and 1993; and finishing the 1985 NYC
Marathon in 101st place with a time of 3:17. She still runs 40 miles a week, albeit rather slowly now, and credits
running and the self-discipline she learned from daily training as being the foundation for all her achievements in
life.
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Client Agreement
I, the client, acknowledge that I have voluntarily applied for the trip as specified above. I understand that I may travel to remote countries and
areas in Asia that are inherently risky including the above-stated destinations. I am prepared to assume the risks associated with this trip
including: forces of nature; weather; terrorism; civil unrest; war; strikes; local laws; accidents; and all transportation including land vehicles,
boats and aircraft that are not necessarily operated or maintained to standards found in North America. I assume all risks associated with
altitude, illness, physical injuries sustained, disease, alcohol consumption, physical exertion and sporting activities, knowing that access to
evacuation and/or suitable medical supplies and support may not be available. I also assume full responsibility for my own baggage and
personal possessions and effects.
Remote Lands, Inc., including its officers, directors, shareholders, employees, agents and successors, does not own or operate any entity
which is a service provider for client journeys. Remote Lands purchases all transportation, accommodation, dining and all other services from
a variety of independent entities. Remote Lands is not responsible or liable for the gross negligence or intentional acts by any service provider
or other third party.
I agree that I am responsible for purchasing comprehensive travel and emergency medical insurance that will cover all expenses related to
trip cancellation; loss of luggage and personal effects; medical expenses including evacuation; and all other issues related to personal injury,
death, property damage, or other loss, accident, delay, inconvenience or irregularity which may be occasioned by reason of (1) any wrongful,
negligent, willful or unauthorized acts or omissions on the part of any service provider including airlines, hotels and restaurants, or their
employees or agents or any other third party (2) any defect or failure of any vehicle, equipment, aircraft or instrument owned by any service
provider (3) any wrongful, negligent, willful or unauthorized acts or omissions on the part of any third party.
I understand that unforeseen events beyond the immediate control of Remote Lands may occur, such as flight/train/boat/other
transportation cancellations, hotel issues/problems, and other unexpected schedule changes. I agree that Remote Lands is not responsible for
such unanticipated and uncontrollable changes, and that any expenses resulting from such changes (e.g. additional hotel, transportation, or
guide fees, etc.) would be my sole responsibility, and I further understand that I may be eligible to recoup such costs from my travel insurance
carrier.
I hereby agree that everyone in my party, including myself, is of adequate health, and no one has any physical condition or disability that could
prevent them from taking part in the journey or present a hazard to themselves, or have, hereby, disclosed any conditions that may hinder
our/my ability to endure the exertions of this trip.
By accepting this document I agree to take full responsibility for my own and the members of my party’s actions, safety and welfare, including
unanticipated events including injury, illness, theft, emotional trauma, death, forces of nature, war and terrorism. I hereby release and
discharge Remote Lands, Inc. and its agents and employees from and against any and all liability arising from my participation in the above
trip. I agree that this release will be legally binding upon me, my heirs, successors, assigns and legal representatives, it being my intention to
fully assume all risk of travel and to release Remote Lands, Inc. from any and all liabilities to the maximum extent permitted by law.
For information concerning possible dangers at destinations, Remote Lands recommends contacting the Travel Warnings Section of the U.S.
State Department at (202) 647-5225 or www.travel.state.gov. For medical information, Remote Lands recommends contacting the Centres
for Disease Control at (877) FYI-TRIP or www.cdc.gov/travel.
I assume full and complete responsibility for checking and verifying any and all conditions regarding health, safety, security, political stability,
and labor or civil unrest at such destination(s). It is my responsibility to obtain any vaccinations or medications. Any issues or claims relating
to terms and conditions or in any way relating to the journey shall be settled by binding arbitration in the State of New York, in accordance
with the current rules of the American Arbitration Association.
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For reservations or more information, email jetexpeditions@aman.com or call +1 212 518 1801
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